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Incredible and touching comedy has 
been created from a true story.

The wife who is supposed to be dead 
tells you to carry on living with a smile. 

She was a friend for 17 years, 
a wife for just over 1 year, 

and a mother for only 9 months.



The wife, who is supposed to be dead, reappears in front of the husband!

True feelings which could not be conveyed in those days start pouring out.

Am I going mad?

I missed you so much, 

my dear son.

Aspiring writer Kota (Kuranosuke Sasaki) �nally marries book-loving Yuko (Hiromi Nagasaku) after 17 years since they �rst 
met. Shortly afterwards it is discovered that Yuko is pregnant as well as having cancer, and the sweet life of the newly-
weds turns into a life of battling illness. Kota starts reporting Yuko's conditions on his blog, and Yuko passes away after 
only 493 days of married life. Then an o�er to publish his blog about �ghting cancer falls into the lap of grieve-stricken 
Kota, and he escapes from reality by making his "long-awaited debut as a writer"! It is at this time when Yuko, who is 
supposed to be dead, reappears in front of Kota! Is this his imagination or reality? In a world without Yuko, Kota looks back 
on the days when Yuko was well, with Yuko who is supposed to be dead. Before long the feelings which they could not 
express to each other when Yuko was alive start pouring out..

Day 1
Marriage registration. Now 

we are  husband and  wife!

Day 455

Surprise wedding ceremony

is arranged by our friends

Day 49
My wife who is supposed to 

be dead reappears...

Day 44
She is pregnant!

Day 210
Beloved son "Pe" is born

Am I hallucinating, or is this reality?

What's happening with me?

Day 493

Farewell to my wife

Day 186
She has cancer.
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